Introduction
Our work is an incessant collection of evidence, weighing of evidence, and judging upon the evidence, and we have to learn early to make large allowances for our own frailty, and still larger for the weaknesses, often involuntary, of our patients. [Sir William Osler, 1907] 1 Patient adherence is generally considered a major issue in contemporary medicine. The concept was described in 1979 by Sackett 2 under the term "compliance", as the extent to which the patient's behavior matches the prescriber's recommendations. Today, the term "adherence" is preferred, as it has a more active connotation. In 2003, the World Health Organization published a report recognizing the critical importance of nonadherence due to its major deleterious impact on the efficiency of care. 3 Indeed, the magnitude of this phenomenon cannot be overlooked; for instance, consider the fact that whatever the medication, the ratio of the total day's supply of medication that was dispensed, divided by the number of days of the evaluation period, is only ~60% 2 years after the initiation 450 reach of therapy. 4 There is a second issue that currently jeopardizes the proficiency of care: clinical inertia, a concept described by Phillips et al 5 in 2001, based on the observation that physicians often do not follow current good practice guidelines that they know. This is also a frequent phenomenon, observed in ~50% of medical visits. 6 Both patients' nonadherence and doctors' clinical inertia cause a huge burden in terms of health expenditure, estimated in billions of dollars, 7, 8 and these therefore represent a major subject of concern for health authorities.
The two phenomena share a common characteristic: at first glance, they are surprising. How is it possible that, so frequently, patients do not follow a medical prescription, while they often know that this behavior is detrimental to their health? How is it possible that, so frequently, doctors do not comply with good practice guidelines when they are supposed to propose the best treatments to their patients? In this article, it is proposed considering these phenomena as anomalies that, due to their frequency and potential consequences, create a real crisis in contemporary medicine.
The terms "anomalies" and "crisis" refer to the description by Thomas Kuhn 9 of the structure of scientific revolutions. In the realm of science, a revolution occurs when scientists encounter a crisis caused by the observation of anomalies that cannot be explained by the generally accepted paradigm within which scientific progress has thereto been made: a scientific revolution can therefore be described as a change in paradigm aimed at solving a crisis. It is proposed herein 1) that patients' nonadherence and doctors' clinical inertia are surprising, ie, are seen as anomalies, because they are considered in the framework of a practice largely dominated by the technical rationality of the evidence-based medicine (EBM) paradigm; 2) that the advent of this paradigm at the end of the past century imposed a simplification that contrasts with the complex thought of patients and doctors, which sometimes escapes rationalization; 3) that this contrast caused patients' nonadherence and doctors' clinical inertia appearing as the symptoms of a crisis. It is proposed therefore that, 4) if there is a crisis, a change in paradigm is needed, replacing the EBM model with a new model of care; and finally, 5) that a person-centered model may play such a role if it is defined by its ability to take into account the complex thought of patients and doctors. Such a conception of the person-centered model of care would have major implications for the practice and teaching of medicine as well as for defining new research topics in the field of health care.
The aims of this article are therefore to describe the contrast that exists between the simplification trend of the EBM model paradigm on the one hand, and on the other hand, the complex thought of patients and doctors, which is described herein as well as to show how a person-centered model of care may take into account this complex thought. But first, it is shown how an abduction-based approach makes it possible to tackle the surprise caused by the observation of patients' nonadherence and doctors' clinical inertia.
The logic of abduction: a way to explain surprising phenomena
The surprising fact, C, is observed;
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course.
Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true.
[Charles S Peirce, CP 5.189] 10 Abduction was discovered by the American philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce (1839 Peirce ( -1914 According to Tiercelin, abduction should be seen, in Peirce's mind, as an inference, not to a strong explanation, or even to "the best explanation," but at least to a good explanation, the choice of which among a number of possibilities is performed within a solid background of previous knowledge.
Abducted hypotheses must therefore be tested before being adopted (and it may be that, after the test, one of the hypotheses is selected as "the best explanation"). 13 Thus, due to the relative weak strength of abduction-based hypotheses, not any idea is eligible to be chosen as an explanation, and Sami Paavola 15 proposed that abduction obeys a strategy: This article aims at proposing as an explanatory hypothesis [A] to the two surprising phenomena of patients' nonadherence and doctors' clinical inertia [C] that they are surprising in the framework of the current medical model of care that is largely dominated by EBM. As shown in the following section, EBM imposes a simplification that contrasts with the complex thought of patients and doctors. The explanatory hypothesis [A] for understanding [C] can therefore be formulated in Peirce's terminology: "if A were true, C would be a matter of course," where [A] denotes: "the contrast between the simplification imposed by EBM and the complex thought of patients and doctors causes patients' nonadherence and doctors' clinical inertia"; and [C] denotes: "patients' nonadherence and doctors' clinical inertia are possible".
Thus, in this abduction-based logic, a new medical model that would take into account the patients' and doctors' complex thought should be well suited to fight against patients' nonadherence and doctors' clinical inertia. It is proposed that this ability is (or should be) the precise aim of a person-centered model of care and that the invention of this model in contemporary medicine 16 may have therefore proceeded from an abduction-based logic used to understand the two phenomena of patients' nonadherence and doctors' clinical inertia ( Figure 1 ).
Moreover, due to its importance in contemporary medicine, EBM represents its current paradigm. Although Peirce's abduction is never mentioned in Kuhn's The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 9 it is tempting to propose that this abduction-based discovery of a person-centered model of care may currently lead to a change in paradigm having the structure of a revolution occurring here in the medical realm. Note that this would be a revolution in the domain of practice, while scientific revolutions, described by Kuhn, 9 are revolutions in the domain of knowledge.
Simplification in EBM and the complex thought of patients and doctors
In this section, it is emphasized that the current medical model of care imposes simplification in two major ways. First, this simplifcation assumes that patients and doctors are rational beings who seek to optimize their self-interest: the simplifying method of contemporary medicine ignores the complexity, which often escapes rationalization, of the individual decisions of doctors and patients; second, it assumes that it is scientifically possible to base best practice guidelines on EBM, which relies on the often-irreproachable results of randomized clinical trials: it is shown that the use of the scientific method, which rests on the use of statistical data, is well suited to generate knowledge, but that both the generation of best practice guidelines and their real application from statistical data are more problematic.
First criticism: eBM ignores the complex thought of patients and doctors
In one of his writings devoted to complex thought, French sociologist Edgar Morin 17 recognized that:
The idea of a universe of objective facts, purged of any value judgments, of any subjective deformations, thanks to the experimental method and the procedures of verification, allowed the extraordinary development of modern science.
He added, however, that:
A rationalization which locks up reality in a coherent but partial and unilateral system of ideas, and which ignores This article argues that this description of the evolution of contemporary science is applicable to medicine, leading to a "pathology of reason" revealed by two symptoms that at first glance seem puzzling or even irrational: patients' nonadherence and doctors' clinical inertia. They are puzzling because they represent anomalies of a "coherent but partial and unilateral system of ideas", putting it into a crisis.
Indeed, patients and doctors, as any human beings, do not base their decisions only on pure "rational" arguments because of the uncertainty associated with the result of any action and because of the complexity of the human mind. [18] [19] [20] They may have an aversion for losses, which is greater than their attraction for gains; 21 they may prefer a smaller but more immediate reward (eg, tasty but unhealthy foods) to greater long-term benefit (eg, the preservation of health); 22 they sometimes have a short temporal horizon; 23 finally, their cognition uses powerful mental mechanisms or heuristics 24 that make it possible to reason rapidly, 25 and they are under the influence of emotions. 26, 27 However, whereas empathy is prized in the physician-patient relationship, there are no emotions in EBM. 28 Heuristics and emotions may have evolved in the human mind because, at some previous time, they offered a selective advantage, allowing survival in a complex environment. But in medicine, they may have a dark side: they can lead patients to become unduly risk-averse and thereby make decisions that constitute nonadherence. The same holds true for doctors who may prefer to observe the "primum non nocere" rule and thus behave in an inert way. Both doctors and patients may indeed prefer making errors of omission and suffer the results of what they did not do over errors of commission in which something bad happens because of what they did. Nonadherence and clinical inertia, as they usually embody preferences for the status quo, are primarily errors of omission and could therefore represent the toll that we pay for the presence of heuristics and emotions in our mental lives.
Thus, best practice guidelines, when doctors know them, are only a part of their clinical decision making. In addition to the rational arguments, doctors also use heuristics that permit quicker decisions and are frequently sensitive to emotions such as "gut feelings". 29 Instead of guidelines, doctors may use "mindlines", 30 ie, mental combinations of information Most importantly, the physician tries to have a holistic vision of the situation. Ideally, the doctor functions as a "master", who, following the description of Stuart E Dreyfus and Hubert L Dreyfus, 31 no longer uses the guidelines that enabled him or her to "play" at the outset. These authors use as an illustration of how people learn to play chess: initial instruction (guidelines) gets a beginner started, but through experience, the player begins to recognize situations in a more holistic way and make decisions by relying on what one often calls "intuition". This illustration suggests that best practice guidelines are necessary, but principally at the beginning of the practice and, therefore, have principally a major teaching interest. We must remember that the very first paper using the words "evidence-based medicine" in its title presented EBM as "a new approach to teaching the practice of medicine". 32 These observations on the holistic appreciation of the context may also apply to the patient's consideration of whether to follow a doctor's recommendations. 33 To summarize, the mode of reasoning used by patients and doctors does not always rely on the rationality simplistically assumed by practice guidelines (recommendations of health authorities to doctors) or by medical advice (recommendations of doctors to patients). Within the framework of a purely rational model of medicine, disease, doctors, and patients, nonadherence and clinical inertia appear surprising. But our surprise disappears once we admit that these behaviors reveal that patients and doctors are human beings endowed with complex thought, as defined by Edgar Morin. 17 second criticism: a confusion between the epistemic and practical aspects of eBM Let us create by randomization two groups of patients, the characteristics of whom at the baseline (calculated means) are identical. Undoubtedly, the scientific results of a trial comparing the effect of a medication and of a placebo will be objective (because the patients as individual subjects have disappeared from view). But as pointed out very early by Feinstein and Horwitz, 34 one has overlooked many of the subtler or fuzzier aspects of the data: the specific symptoms, the patient's psychological profile, the difficulties of ensuring adherence in each individual case, and the patient's wishes. In addition, individuals differ according to their genetic background. For these reasons, when a treatment is prescribed according to a generic guideline derived from randomized controlled trials, some patients respond well to it and some do not; furthermore, some patients experience side effects and others do not due to the variability of living phenomena. An aim of large clinical trials is to describe this variability and to generate statistical data, ie, knowledge. However, the statistical method, which is the very basis of EBM, is a simplifying method, because it eliminates complexity from reality by trying to eliminate variability through the calculation of means and the use of randomization procedures. For this reason, any prediction from that knowledge is only statistical, and any guideline derived from it has only a relative value.
For instance, we could design a statistical study and show that most people stop when the light is red (knowledge). However, this knowledge does not imply that "Jeremy" will stop at "a particular intersection" because the light is red. Jeremy never stops at red lights. However, on that day, Jeremy stopped because the corner bakery was open, and he wanted to buy a croissant. 35 This example is relevant for the issue addressed by this article, because, similar to Jeremy, patients and doctors -during their encountersact as individuals having their reasons for doing what they do. 19, 20 Of course, observation of an individual case has its limits as an explanatory mode. For example, the alcoholism of parents could conceivably explain either the alcoholism or the sobriety of their children; according to Jon Elster, 36 such a "mechanism", described as something intermediary between a law and a simple description, makes it possible to explain but not to predict.
This last remark points out the limits of using knowledge derived from statistical data. In sum, there is a confusion between two aspects, epistemic (generation of knowledge) and practical (production of guidelines), of EBM, which has already been underscored by Saarni and Gylling. 37 Indeed, clinical trials are designed as a scientific experience: some patients are included and others excluded, and when included patients do not persist, one says that they "drop out"; doctors are transformed into investigators, and they are rarely inert; in contrast, in the real world of medical practice and health care, one often observes doctors' clinical inertia and patients' nonadherence, which is much more complex than merely "dropping out."
This confusion indeed ignores the difference between science and practice. In clinical trials, one wants to answer 
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reach a question that has been determined a priori (incidentally, a clinical trial is nothing but the verification of a hypothesis often generated by abduction), and positivist science aims at answering such questions and thereby generating knowledge, mainly in the form of statistical data. However, simplification is needed: the patients studied lose their status as subjects and become simple objects of research. In the world of practice, doctors and patients are subjects who do not ask questions or problems that may be answered or solved through a technical rationality taking its roots in positivism, but they have to make a decision in an undetermined and complex situation, as shown by Donald A Schön 38 Setting, not solving, the problem is the real difficulty. He cites what one of his physician friends told him: "85 percent of the problems a doctor sees in his office are not in the book." Formulation of the problem by the practitioner falls under, not a "Technical Rationality", but rather what he calls "Reflection-in-Action": this is that know-how which the practitioner is not always able to describe and which is based on the inventive improvisation learned in practice.
It is proposed herein that it is this confusion between the two realms of medical science and clinical practice that not only renders patients' nonadherence and doctors' clinical inertia surprising but also causes them, generating a crisis. Another model is therefore needed, taking into account the perspective of singular people having subjective reasons 19, 20 for doing what they do.
Operational definition of a new model suitable for improving the efficiency of care
From what precedes, a person-centered model of care may play this role, considering that it takes again into account the complex thought of patients and doctors: Descartes defined in his Theory of Passions, apart from any medical context, the "patient" and the "agent" as beings to whom and by whom events occur. A "person"-centered model should be defined as a model that tries to see the person who enters into the process of care due to a particular event (the onset of a disease), not as a "patient" or even as an "agent," but as a being who remains "a person", defined as a being endowed with reflectivity, having preferences, 39-41 a history, 42 and a psychological continuity 43 -in a nutshell, having a complex thought.
This operational definition of a person-centered model, proposed herein, has concrete implications for training doctors (Figure 1 ). In addition to teaching scientific medicine, largely based on the epistemic corpus of EBM (knowledge) and where good practice guidelines are essentially presented as guiding rules that teach them during their training to solve theoretical clinical cases 32 and that they will be able to use at the beginning of their practice or when they will be confronted by a disease with which they are not familiar, they should be tutored in the practice of person-centered medicine.
First, in what we typically call the "interview" of the patient, it would be useful to teach students to consider not only the patient's "past history", but also his or her projects or goals. Second, a medicine centered on the person requires a skillful conversation 44 on preferences, 45, 46 ie, on values. 47 Third, in the course of this conversation, they should be taught how to create a climate of trust, 48 whereby both the patient and the doctor act as persons; at the end of the encounter, to ask "What else?" 49 and invite the person to disclose the complexity of his or her life and concerns. In sum, when looking at the being seated opposite them, doctors must learn to resist the temptation to see a "patient" or, worse, "a disease" but must, rather, learn to see a person: to become more able to see the person beyond the patient, doctors could be trained to look at each person's face and recognize its uniqueness. In antiquity, one thought that the word "person" comes from "persona", the ancient theater mask that made it possible for performers to amplify the voice ("per/sonare") and for viewers to recognize the character at the same time.
This also has implications for further research (Figure 1 ). One may fear that an individualistic model of care leads to scientific indemonstrability because, essentially, it precludes any statistical approach. In fact, we saw earlier that in an abduction-based logic, the explanatory hypothesis requires a validation. Thus, this need for a "verification" of our explanatory hypothesis (namely, "the contrast between the simplification imposed by EBM and the complex thought of patients and doctors causes patients' nonadherence and doctors' clinical inertia") is clearly shown in Figure 1 : the new personcentered model of care, generated from the hypothesis, makes it possible to formulate further hypotheses on the mechanisms of care in general, or specifically with regard to nonadherence and clinical inertia. These hypotheses can derive from clinicians' psychological intuition (eg, because a person is defined by his or her psychological continuity, 43 teaching students to ask patients about their projects during the medical interview should improve the quality of the patient-doctor relationship and thereby improve subsequently the rate of adherence) or from empirical qualitative studies (eg, asking doctors why they do not follow guidelines). Next, because it is considered useful to improve patients' adherence 3 and to reduce doctors' tendency toward clinical inertia, 50 these hypotheses can lead to the design of interventions that could be evaluated scientifically, this time by quantitative studies. If the explanatory hypothesis is true, these interventions should be able to improve patients' adherence and limit doctors' clinical inertia: back to EBM.
The person-centered model of care in a historical perspective A person-centered care model makes it possible to design a real synthesis between practice and ethics, being a solution to the frequent dilemma between the ethical principles of beneficence/nonmaleficence and autonomy. 51 Historically, 1) the principle of autonomy was introduced in bioethics by Beauchamp 54 showed that patient education resulted in a decrease in the rate of amputation and hospitalization due to ketoacidosis in diabetic patients; and 4) Engel 55 proposed the biopsychosocial model of diseases in 1977. However, these four conceptual inventions in medicine, which seem to have occurred almost simultaneously, led rapidly to two disappointments: 1) the concept of noncompliance was established by Sackett 2 in 1979; and 2) Phillips et al 5 coined the keyword "clinical inertia" in 2001, based on the strong evidence that the publication of best practice guidelines had actually a weak impact on physicians' behaviors. 56, 57 In this historical perspective, the invention of a person-centered care model, 16 the roots of which are described herein, has not only an ethical virtue. It seems actually to represent the end point of a long epistemological transition.
In general, complexity resists simplification: the construction of best practice guidelines based on statistics carried the risk of producing generic guidance that, when addressed to patients in an indistinct and unindividualized way that sometimes ignores patients' preferences, 47 appears to be the cause of the two seemingly surprising phenomena of patients' nonadherence and doctors' clinical inertia, both of which jeopardize the effectiveness of care. The principle of individualized guidelines recently proposed in diabetes care 58 (both the glycated hemoglobin [HbA1c] target and the choice of second-line therapy are customized to the characteristics of the patient) tries to palliate the inability of good practice guidelines to be universal and seems to move in the direction proposed in this article. It may therefore represent a cornerstone in the history of EBM, 59 even if "individualized guidelines" represent only an approach to "personalized" medicine using patients' categorization according to criteria, not yet a true "person-centered" model of care. For sure, the founding fathers of EBM defined it as "the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients," 60 and they always pointed out the need to take into account not only "the science" but also the patient's characteristics and wishes. 61 However, the fact that a proposal of "individualized" guidelines today seems novel proves that this initial definition of EBM has been forgotten.
Conclusion: a revolution, or a return to the ancient?
Actually, the "invention" of person-centered care may be a rediscovery: back in 1882, the Viennese professor of internal medicine Hermann Nothnagel (1841-1905) said, "I repeat once again, medicine is about treating sick people, and not diseases"; Sir William Osler (1849 Osler ( -1919 professed that "the good physician treats the patient, the great physician treats the person"; and in the oath of Maimonides (1135/8-1204), one finds: "May I never see in the patient anything but a fellow creature in pain." It is proposed that the simplifying confusion between the epistemic and practical aspects of EBM eclipsed this humanistic view of medicine, and that patients and doctors tried, more or less consciously, to resist this loss by expressing nonadherence and clinical inertia, respectively.
This article shows that using the logic of abduction for understanding these apparently puzzling phenomena leads naturally to a person-centered model, whereby medicine can be rediscovered as an art of complexity. It proposes that this model can be seen as a synthesis of successive attempts -the patient-centered biopsychosocial model, 55 the deliberative model 45 leading to shared decision-making, 62 preferencebased medicine, 46 and recently, the preference-sensitive guidelines 47 aimed at returning to the sources of medicine. Even if it is a return to the ancient, this move may represent a change in paradigm that will be, as always, slow and progressive, and whose acceptance will certainly meet resistance. This article has aimed at justifying the invention or the revival of a person-centered model of care as a medical revolution. In a companion article, 63 the ethical conditions of its implementation shall be discussed.
